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EXTRA SAFE WITH MORE CONTROL!

The TOPRO Troja – now available with a reverse braking system, and laser light (optional),
designed and developed for people with Parkinson’s and other neurological conditions

www.topro.no
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TOPRO

TROJA NEURO
TOPRO Troja Neuro Laser M

TOPRO Troja Neuro Standard M

Extra safe

••The reverse braking system ensures the brakes are automatically activated.
••The rollator will only move when the brake handles are pushed in.
••If the brake handles are released the TOPRO Troja Neuro will stop immediately.
••The reverse brake system will prevent falling.
••Safe to sit down and stand up with the brakes automatically turned on.
••Possible to deactivate the brakes completely by pushing the brake handles

all the way down to the locked position. The rollator can then move freely.
Small turning circle makes it easy to use in small rooms like bathroom and kitchen.
The TOPRO Troja Neuro Laser model has in addition a green laser light that
helps with “freezing” episodes which can occur with Parkinson’s disease.
Easy to negotiate thresholds and kerbs etc. with the edge guard and tilt function.
Accessories for a variety of uses are available, e.g. one-handed brake and adjustable back support.

••
••
••
••

Easy to fold, requiring little space when stored

••Pull the cord on the seat and the rollator folds together horizontally.
••Push the handlebars down into the sidebars.
••Unique memory function sets the handlebars back to the appropriate height.
••Stays securely on its wheels when folded.
••Takes little space and is very practical to transport.
••Excellent for users who travel by car, train, bus or airplane.
Practical and lightweight

••Plastic coated aluminium tube and plastic couplings.
••Fabric consists of plastic and polyester.
••A total of 12 ball bearings in the wheel and forks provide excellent driving comfort.
••Can be steamed, hosed and washed, provided that the laser light unit and the switch
box are removed.
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TOPRO Troja Neuro Laser M

Years
Warranty

TOPRO TROJA NEURO LASER

TOPRO TROJA NEURO
Colour
Recommended user height
Maximum weight of user
Maximum capacity basket
Handle height

M

medium
Dark Grey
150–200 cm
165 kg
10 kg / 16 l
78–100 cm

S

small
Silver
135–170 cm
125 kg
10 kg / 16 l
67–86 cm

Laser light with a wireless switch
The TOPRO Troja Neuro Laser model
comes with a laser light that can help
a person who suffers from ”freezing”
episodes to move forwards. The laser
light can easily be operated from the
handle and the transfer is wireless to
the laser light unit.

Handles – Ergonomic (different holding positions, TOPRO Ergo Grip)
Maximum length
Maximum width
Distance between support points
Seat height
Diameter turning circle
Diameter wheels
Width wheels
Grip distance driving brake
Height when folded
Width when folded
Length when folded
Product weight STANDARD model
Product weight LASER model
Area of use

65 cm
65 cm
60 cm
60 cm
47 cm
47 cm
62 cm
54 cm
84 cm
84 cm
20 cm
20 cm
3.6 cm
3.6 cm
6.5 cm
6.5 cm
80 cm
74 cm
24 cm
24 cm
65 cm
65 cm
7.8 kg
7.4 kg
8.1 kg
7.7 kg
Indoors and outdoors

Art. No. STANDARD model
Art. No. LASER model

814746
814743
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814747
814744

The laser light unit receives wireless
signals from the switch on the handle
and produces a green laser light which
shows as a line between the rear wheels
of the rollator. After 15 seconds the light
is automatically turned off. If desired
this can be adjusted. The green laser
light is known to be six times more
visible than red.
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Adjustable back support
with padding

Accessories can be ordered separately

814607 Tray

ART. NO.

814728 Anti slip mat for tray

814059

!
New
Rear bag with zipper

814046 Shopping bag 814622
detachable
Grey

Crutch holder

814025 LED lamp

814608 Nameplate

814024 Lock

814023

Flower stickers
set of 4

814141 Bottle holder

814043 Umbrella
with attachment

814068 Transport bag

814042

One-handed brake
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814672
Rose Sublime

814026 Guiding handle
for e.g. visually impaired

814643
Tartan

814641
Baroque

814014 Basket for oxygen bottle
(only compressed, not liquid)

814677
Blue Waves

814009

